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Abstract
Past research has found that errors made when acting on magnitude information is
influenced by irrelevant magnitude information that is simultaneously present in the
environment. This study investigated the processing stage during which the interference occurs.
Each participant completed 80 test trials in stimulus (encoding stimulus) appeared on the
computer screen for one of four lengths of time and then disappeared. After which, participants
held down the computer spacebar for either the full or half the time that the encoding stimulus
was on the screen. In both conditions, a second stimulus (reproduction stimulus) was displayed
as the participants held down the spacebar. During each trial, one of the two stimuli was a gray
square and the other was an Arabic numeral of low (1,2) or high (8,9) value. If participant
reproductions were influenced by the numeral when it was presented during reproduction, this
would suggest that the numeral magnitude influences the subjective time experienced in the
moment. However, if the numeral stimulus only influenced participant time productions when it
was presented as the encoding stimulus, it would suggest that the influence of the numeral
happens in memory. In both the full and half-time conditions, we found a significant difference
between low and high value stimulus numeral values only when the numeral stimulus was
presented as the encoding stimulus. These findings provide evidence that the interference that
has been observed in humans reproducing time durations occurs via interference in the memory
component, rather than influencing the subjective perception of time progression.
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Introduction
When acting in the world, individuals need to attend to relevant magnitude or extent
information produced by different sources in the environment, while simultaneously ignoring
irrelevant magnitude information. This magnitude information may be of different kinds, such as
temporal duration, physical distance, and number of objects. For example, trying to decide when
it is safe to cross a busy street requires judging the relative distance to the other side, the length
of time that journey would take, and the relative speed of any approaching vehicles. In addition
to these relevant variables, one may also detect information irrelevant for the decision such as the
height of the mailbox on the corner. How is it that our mind estimates and represents magnitudes
of differing types and from various sources?
Noting that people use spatial concepts when describing the abstract ideas of numbers
and time (Clark, 1973; Núñez & Cooperrider, 2013; Tyler, 1995), some have claimed that the
relationship between time, numbers, and space in language indicates a common underlying
representation for these dimensions (Casasanto & Boroditsky, 2008; Ouellet et al., 2010; Ulrich
& Maienborn, 2010). Specifically, researchers have suggested that a common neurological
system encodes, represents, and estimates magnitudes regardless of their type (i.e., spatial
distance, numeric quantity, or temporal duration; Bueti & Walsh, 2009; Crollen et al., 2013;
Oliveri et al., 2009; Van Opstal & Verguts, 2013; Walsh, 2003). Although not the only account
of its kind (Cappelletti et al., 2009; Crollen et al., 2013; Yates et al., 2012), the first theoretical
proposal for a common neurological magnitude system was Walsh’s (2003) A Theory of
Magnitude (ATOM). This theory suggested that a common neurological system is responsible
for processing magnitude information in any spatial, temporal, or numerical dimension. Of
particular importance, the theory predicts that judgments of magnitude along a target dimension
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(e.g., physical size) would suffer interference from other irrelevant magnitude information that is
simultaneously present (Bueti & Walsh, 2009; Walsh, 2003).
Empirical work is consistent with this prediction, with studies demonstrating that an
irrelevant perceptual event varying in magnitude from trial to trial systematically influences
magnitude judgments for a relevant target stimulus (Frassinetti, Magnani, and Oliveri 2009;
Zhao et al. 2017). In one such study (Cai & Connell, 2016), participants reproduced the length of
time that a line appeared on a computer screen. Across trials, the physical length of the line
varied and influenced participants’ temporal reproductions, with shorter lines leading to shorter
reproductions and vice versa. In another such study (Cai & Connell, 2015), participants
haptically explored visible sticks of different lengths while simultaneously listening to a tone
whose duration varied. Participants then either judged the stick length or the tone duration. Both
types of judgments reflected interference from the irrelevant magnitude dimension: longer stick
lengths were associated with longer tone estimates and vice versa.
A key question is when does this interference occur? Although the original ATOM theory
described a common magnitude system applying to several magnitude dimensions (time, space,
and number), it did not describe at what point in processing a common representational system
would be used. However, later additions to the theory suggested that earliest stages of magnitude
processing are likely carried out separately for each of the magnitude types (Bueti & Walsh,
2009). I investigated the question of when a common magnitude system may be recruited using
the target dimension of time, with the irrelevant dimension of numeral value, guided by the
Internal Clock Account of temporal estimation (ICA; Church, 1984; see also Allman et al, 2014).
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Internal Clock Account
The Internal Clock Account (ICA) is an information-processing account of subjective
time perception, comparison, and reproduction (Allman et al., 2014). According to the ICA,
there is a constantly running “pacemaker” that provides a pulse at regular intervals, as well as an
“accumulator,” which is used to record the number of “pacemaker” pulses for a specific event.
Encoding the temporal duration of an event entails switching on the accumulator to begin
counting the pulses of the pacemaker at the start of the event and stopping the accumulator when
the event ends. The final count of the accumulator is encoded into working memory. This count
can then either be stored in long-term memory, or, for the case of temporal comparisons, directly
compared with the number of pulses recorded for a previous event (i.e., a reference memory;
Allman et al., 2014; Church, 1984).
Within the framework of the ICA, we can investigate where magnitude interference
occurs. More specifically, previous research has investigated two possibilities for the locus of the
magnitude interference effects (Cai & Connell, 2016; Chang et al., 2011): The first component of
the ICA hypothesized to be the locus of magnitude interactions is the pacemaker, which would
lead to interference both while perceiving the temporal duration and while reproducing that
duration, since the pacemaker would be involved in both temporal encoding and be necessary for
the temporal reproduction (Chang et al., 2011). In this case, researchers have suggested that the
rate of the pacemaker’s pulses are variable and subject to influence from other magnitudes.
Specifically, perceiving relatively large magnitudes may increase the rate of the pacemaker and
relatively small magnitudes may decrease the rate of the pacemaker. If this was the case, then
presenting relatively small interfering magnitudes during encoding (but not retrieval) of the
temporal duration will lead to relatively fewer pulses stored in the reference memory, leading to
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a shorter reproduction later. However, if a relatively small interfering magnitude is presented
during reproduction of the duration, this would result in more time passing before the
individual’s pacemaker reaches the same number of pulses as had been stored in the reference
memory, leading to a relatively longer reproduction. The opposite pattern would be expected for
relatively large magnitudes of the interfering stimulus (Chang et al. 2011).
The second hypothesized locus of magnitude interference is memory. According to this
hypothesis, the magnitude of the temporal duration and the interfering stimulus are both encoded
into memory using a common magnitude system that encodes these quantities as noisy attributes.
When a person recalls or reproduces a specific temporal duration, other irrelevant magnitude
information that was simultaneously present at the encoding of that duration influences that
temporal reproduction. Since, according to this hypothesis, the interference only occurs when
both magnitudes are encoded into the same memory, the only effects would be seen when a
second magnitude was presented with the initial encoding of the temporal duration and not when
a second magnitude is presented with the reproduction of that duration.
Thus, the two hypothesized locations of magnitude interference have differing
predictions for when such interference would be observed: If magnitude interference occurs at
the level of the pacemaker, then interference should be observed both when irrelevant magnitude
information is present at encoding and when it is present at retrieval, with opposite effects of the
irrelevant magnitude at these two stages. However, if magnitude interference occurs in memory,
then that interference should only be observed when the irrelevant magnitude is present at
encoding.
In two studies favoring the pacemaker hypothesis, Chang et al., (2011) asked participants
to reproduce a just-observed temporal duration by holding down the space bar to control the
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appearance of either a green dot or of a numeric stimulus, which served as the irrelevant
magnitude. Participants who reproduced the length of time a small (1 or 2) or large (8 or 9)
numeral had appeared on the screen during encoding produced shorter durations for the smaller
numerals and longer durations for the larger numerals. This effect did not interact with the actual
temporal duration of the stimulus. Conversely, participants asked to reproduce the length of time
the green dot appeared on the screen at encoding by manipulating how long a small or large
numeral appeared at reproduction, produced longer durations for smaller numerals and shorter
durations for larger numerals. This pattern of effects is consistent with the locus of interference
at the level of the pacemaker.
Subsequent research, however, has failed to replicate these effects (Cai & Wang, 2014).
Attempting a direct replication of Chang et al., (2011), Cai and Wang (Experiments 1 and 2)
found magnitude interference from numerals presented at encoding, but not from numerals
presented during temporal reproduction. Cai and Wang observed this same pattern when they
ensured participants attended to the numerals at reproduction (Experiment 3), when they used
continuous numerals as the stimulus rather than a binary small/large distinction (Experiment 4),
and when they greatly increased their sample size on participants and items (Experiment 5).
Thus, across five experiments Cai and Wang found evidence consistent with the memory
hypothesis of magnitude interference between temporal duration and number.
Current Study
The current study was an attempt to build a more sensitive test of the pacemaker
hypothesis of magnitude interference. The magnitude interference effect observed by Chang et
al., (2011) at reproduction was approximately half the size (d = 0.06) of that observed at
encoding (d = 0.11). It is possible that the small effect at reproduction was indeed a Type I error
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as suggested by Cai and Wang (2014). However, it is also possible that a more sensitive test of
the interference effects might allow it to emerge more reliably. Both Chang et al., (2011) and Cai
and Wang (2014) used a full-time temporal reproduction task, in which participants reproduce
the entire temporal duration that they were exposed to at encoding. However, studies
investigating magnitude interference in temporal reproduction have frequently used a half-time
reproduction task in addition to the full-time task. In the half-time task, participants reproduce
half the length of time that the stimulus appeared on the screen. Studies using both these task
types observed larger interference effects for the half-time tasks compared to full-time tasks
(Frassinetti et al., 2009; Ulrich & Maienborn, 2010). This pattern suggests that the half-time task
may increase sensitivity to interfering information compared with the full-time task.
In the current study, each participant completed either a full-time or half-time temporal
reproduction of a visual stimulus (either a grey square or a numeral) that was presented for one
of four possible durations at encoding (450, 750, 1050, or 1350 ms). For all participants, half of
the trials used a large (8 or 9) or small (1 or 2) numeral as the encoding stimulus, while the grey
square was the reproduction stimulus. For the other half of trials, the grey square was the
encoding stimulus while the large or small numeral was the reproduction stimulus. Were
participants to produce longer durations when they experienced larger numerals at encoding, but
no effect of the numeral at reproduction, that would be evidence for the memory hypothesis of
magnitude interference. However, were participants to produce longer durations when they
experienced larger numerals at encoding, and shorter durations when they experienced larger
numerals at reproduction, that would be evidence for the pacemaker hypothesis. I expected that I
might observe this latter pattern of effects in the half-time but not in the full-time reproduction
task.
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Methods
Participants
A power analysis using G*Power 3.1.9.2 software revealed a minimum of 55 participants
necessary to detect a 2 x 2 interaction in a completely within-groups ANOVA at a medium effect
size (ηp 2 = 0.09), assuming a correlation of 0.20 among repeated measurements. The study
enrolled a total of 124 participants (aged 18 to 23, M = 18.88, SD = 0.88), who completed the
experiment in partial fulfillment of a course requirement. A computer error rendered four
participants’ data unusable, leaving N = 120 for analysis [N =59 in the full-time condition (46
female) and 61 in the half-time condition (49 female)].
Design
The experiment was a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed factorial design with the magnitude of the numeral
(smaller numeral, larger numeral) and numeral stimulus pattern (encoding stage, production
stage) as within-groups factors and the task assigned (full reproduction, half-time reproduction)
as the between-groups factor. The dependent variable was temporal accuracy in milliseconds,
generated by subtracting the target duration for each trial from the participant’s reproduction
length for that trial. Positive and negative numbers on temporal accuracy represent over- and
under-reproductions, respectively.
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A.

B.

Figure 1. Full-time and half-time stimulus presentation patterns for when the numeral stimulus is
presented at the encoding stage (A) and for when the numeral stimulus is presented at the
reproduction stage (B). Participants saw a fixation cross (“+”) for 1000 ms, followed by the
encoding stimulus. Finally, the reproduction signal (“=”) was shown until participants pressed
and held down the spacebar. While participants held down the spacebar, the reproduction
stimulus for that trial was shown.

Procedure
E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA) displayed the
instructions and stimuli and recorded the participants’ responses. After reading through the
instructions and starting the trials, participants performed 16 practice trials. On both practice and
test trials participants saw a fixation cross “+” presented in the center of the screen for 1000 ms
(see Figure 1). Next, participants either saw a gray square or an Arabic numeral (“1”, “2”, “8”,
“9”) presented for one of four durations (450ms, 750ms, 1050ms, 1350ms), which was then
replaced with an equal sign “=” that signaled participants to press and hold down the spacebar
with both index fingers. Participants in the full-time condition held down the spacebar for the
same length of time that the encoding stimulus appeared on screen. Participants in the half-time
8

condition held down the spacebar for half the time that the encoding stimulus appeared. During
the reproduction portion of the task, participants saw the stimulus type that did not appear during
encoding (e.g., if a numeral stimulus was presented at encoding, they saw a grey square during
reproduction). For the first eight practice trials, in place of the reproduction signal “=,”
participants saw instructions to press down the spacebar, and the last eight practice trials used the
reproduction signal that was used during the test trials “=”. Following the practice trials,
participants were reminded of the instructions and began the test trials. Each test trial block had
an equal number of the two stimulus patterns (numeral at encoding, numeral at reproduction), the
two numeral values (small, large), and the four duration lengths (450ms, 750ms, 1050ms,
1350ms). Participants performed this task for five blocks of 16 trials with an option for a break
given between each block. A blank screen was presented between each screen change for 250ms
to eliminate any visual persistence.
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Data Preparation and Analysis
Outlier Removal
To trim outlier data, the temporal reproduction data was trimmed using the convention described
in Cai and Wang (2014). All durations shorter than one-fourth of the target duration or more than
four times the target duration were removed before calculating the median error. In the full-time
condition, 149 of the 4720 trials (3.1%) across all participants were removed, and in the halftime condition 322 of the 4960 trials (6.5%) were removed.
Preliminary & Primary Analyses
The median error in the duration productions was analyzed with a 2 (number value: high,
low) x 2 (number presentation: encoding stage, retrieval stage) repeated measures ANOVA for
both the full-time and half-time conditions separately. A preliminary analysis that included the
main effect and all interactions with block (blocks 1 – 5) failed to find any interacts between
block and any of the other effects (all ps > .09 in full and half-time conditions), and thus block
was excluded from the reported analyses.
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Results and Discussion
Recall that the memory hypothesis predicts that temporal reproductions will increase
when larger numbers are presented at the encoding stage, but that presentation of numbers during
the reproduction stage will have no effect on participants’ reproductions. Conversely, while the
pacemaker hypothesis also predicts that temporal reproductions will increase when larger
numbers are presented at the encoding stage, it further predicts that participants’ temporal
reproductions will be shorter when larger numbers are presented at the reproduction stage.
The results that I observed were consistent with the memory hypothesis of magnitude
interference and inconsistent with the predictions of the pacemaker hypothesis. The temporal
accuracy across conditions in the full-time and half-time reproduction tasks appears in Figure 2.
When looking at this figure, all negative values represent under-estimates of the target duration
and positive values represent over-estimates. As can be seen in the figure, participants tended to
underestimate the full-time reproductions and over-estimate, or more accurately estimate, the
half-time reproductions. Furthermore, the figure reveals that when the numeral stimulus was
present at encoding, participants produced shorter temporal durations for smaller numbers and
longer temporal durations for larger numbers, but this same pattern is not apparent at the
reproduction stage.
The patterns observed in the Figure 2 are supported by significant interactions between
numeral value and numeral stimulus presentation stage for both the half-time, F(1,60) = 7.185, p
= .009, and full-time, F(1,58) = 8.577, p = .005, reproduction conditions. When the numeral
stimulus was presented at the encoding stage, reproduction lengths were significantly longer with
larger than smaller values both in the full-time F(1,58) = 10.923, p = .002, d = .16 and half-time
F(1,60) = 7.687, p = .007, d = .41 tasks. However, there was not a statistically significant
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difference in reproduction lengths when a small or large numeral were presented at the
reproduction stage in the full-time condition F(1,58) = 0.598, p = .442, d = .04, nor in the halftime condition F(1,60) = 3.470, p = .067, d = .25. This pattern of results is consistent with the
memory hypothesis of numeral magnitude interference of time reproductions, and inconsistent
with the pacemaker hypothesis.
In addition to the above interactions, I also observed a significant main effect of numeral
value in the half-time condition, F(1, 60) = 5.91, p = .018, but not in the full-time condition F(1,
58) = 2.36, p = .130. However, interpretation of this main effect is superseded by the interaction
described above.

A.

B.

Error Bars = SE

Error Bars = SE

Figure 2. Results of Full-time (A) and Half-time (B) reproduction tasks errors comparing low
and high value numbers presented during the encoding and retrieval task stages. There was a
significant difference in errors between small and large valued numerals presented at the
encoding stage, but not when numerals were presented at the reproduction stage.
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General Discussion
In the current study, I did not observe any evidence for the pacemaker hypothesis of
magnitude interference effects between number and time. The pattern of results is consistent
with the idea that a common magnitude system (e.g., ATOM; Walsh, 2003) is recruited not
during the earliest stages of processing, but rather at some point in the representation or
capturing of the magnitude information in memory. Theoretically, this mental magnitude results
from a single underlying magnitude representation system that represents magnitudes in an
approximate and noisy manner, rendering them susceptible to influence by concurrently encoded
magnitude information (Bueti & Walsh, 2009; Walsh, 2003).
However, a noisy common mental magnitude system may not be the only cause behind
the magnitude interference effects observed here. The magnitude interference effects that I
observed in the full-time reproduction task very neatly replicate those observed by Cai and Wang
(2014), with the interference effects very cleanly appearing at encoding, but not at all at
reproduction. However, with the half-time reproduction task, the effects were not quite so clean.
In that task, I observed a main effect of numeral, regardless of when it was presented, and while
difference in reproduction times was significant when the numeral was present at encoding, but
not when the numeral was present at retrieval, the difference for retrieval approached
significance. With more participants, it is possible that the apparent difference between small
and large numerals at retrieval during the half-time reproduction task would indeed reach
significance.
Were this the case, what implications would that have for magnitude interference effects?
What would it mean? Were small numerals to decrease temporal reproductions at both encoding
and retrieval in the half-time reproduction task, it would point to the possibility of stimulus-
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response (S-R) compatibility effects emerging in that task (Chang et al., 2011). That is,
participants reproduce shorter durations with smaller numerals and larger durations with larger
numerals no matter when they see these numerals. Such a S-R compatibility effect may emerge
in the half-time reproduction task and not in the full-time because the half-time task is a more
difficult task for participants, imposing a higher cognitive load. Under higher cognitive load, the
participants may be more likely to rely on additional cues in the environment (in this case, the
irrelevant number information) to gauge their temporal reproductions. However, the idea that
there may be some S-R compatibility effects observed does not negate the idea that magnitude
interference effects may also be occurring.
Although beyond the scope and sample size of the current study, it would be important in
future work to consider more carefully how the reproduction data are processed and analyzed.
While in the temporal reproduction literature, it has been standard practice to analyze raw
reproduction times, it may be the case that relatively reproduction times would be more
appropriate to analyze. That is, because participants are reproduced stimuli of varying durations,
their tendency to over- or under-estimate may vary with the duration of the stimulus. One could
get around this issue by analyzing the reproduction time as a proportion of the target stimulus
duration.
A final limitation of the current study is that the effects observed here should not be
generalized beyond the domains of number-time interference. Although this study points to the
interference of numeric magnitude information occurring during the recall of memories for
temporal events, it is not known whether these results may generalize to non-numeral interfering
magnitudes (e.g., spatial distance).
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